Survival of patients with neck recurrence following radical neck dissection: utility of a second neck dissection?
Treatment of neck recurrence following radical neck dissection is extremely difficult. Retrospective review of 699 radical neck dissections was performed. Recurrence rates, host, tumor, treatment factors, and survival were analyzed. One hundred nineteen patients who had undergone radical neck dissections had recurrence, 69 were considered candidates for salvage surgery. Factors that increased the risk of neck recurrence were neck node (N) status and no adjuvant radiotherapy. Factors associated with radical salvage treatment were young age, good general condition, and low recurrent N classification. Five-year survival for salvage neck dissection was 31%. Young patients and low T and N classification did well. Low recurrent N classification and salvage surgery were associated with good prognosis for recurrence. In our study, radical neck dissection has a regional failure rate of 20%, a third of recurrence cases were offered curative treatment. Of these, 31% were cured with salvage surgery.